
Release Notes Summary for R48 - Subject to Change
This is a short preview of features for this release. For feature details, please consult the full release notes when they are published on Developer Central.
Ticket Number Product Summary
DEV-3740 Aria Crescendo It is now possible to generate automated credit refunds for net negative amounts when plans are 

cancelled or downgraded. Only one-time, fully paid invoices are eligible for automated refund. To 
initiate, a new client parameter Refund for Proration Credit Action must be activated and set to either 
"Refund for Cancellation" or "Refund for Cancellation or Downgrade" options, which provides flexibility 
for handling plan replacements. This client parameter works in tandem with the Net-Negative Pro-
Ration Action client parameter for option “2” (Produce Corresponding Cash Credit) and “4” (Produce 
Cash Credit For Net Negative Amount). Additionally, a read-only "Plan Cancellation or downgrade 
automated refund" reason code was created to support these refund transactions.

DEV-10029 Aria Crescendo This feature improves error messages returned for update_acct_plan_multi_m  and 
edit_acct_plan_queued_changes_m  for invoice generation, subscription changes, and subscription 
cancellations.

DEV-10148 Aria Crescendo The get_daily_batch_status_m  API has been enhanced to return all relevant batch process status 
outputs, that is, the <batch_process_id>, <batch_process_name>, <batch_process_status> array for the 
supplied <batch_date> input parameter. The change introduces two new output parameters with 
<batch_process_name> and <batch_process_status>. The <status> output parameter has been 
deprecated.

DEV-10350 Aria Crescendo Aria now gives you the ability to issue refunds on previously active credit cards that have been disabled. 
Prior to this enhancement, refunds were issued by check only. This functionality has been enabled via 
both the UI and Aria APIs.

DEV-10513 Aria Crescendo This feature relaxes validation for child- to parent-pay Conversions for subscriptions in Dunning. Now, 
child subscriptions in Dunning mapped to billing groups with payment methods can be converted to 
parent-pay, while those mapped to billing groups with payment terms are still prevented from this 
conversion. For the API calls update_acct_plan_m , update_acct_plan_multi_m , 
update_acct_complete_m , and set_payment_responsibility_m –if the payment terms dunning condition 
exists–an error is returned. In the Manage Child Accounts screen of the Aria Billing application, a warning 
is shown for such conditions, and you are prevented from converting payment responsibility to a parent 
MPI that is also mapped to payment terms.

DEV-10549 Aria6, Aria Crescendo Aria now introduces a global parameter called Attach Qualifier Option. This gives you the ability to pass 
transaction qualifiers for all transactions for a selected API (existing behavior) or only for newly created 
transactions for a selected API (enhanced behavior). For example, by enabling this parameter for a new 
transaction only (via record_outgoing_payment_m ), the transaction qualifier can be stored for a refund 
and not the original payment transaction.

DEV-10551 Aria6, Aria Crescendo With this release, Aria has modified its discount bundle functionality so that only one discount rule must 
be valid to enable the discount bundle. Additionally, the sequence in which discount rules will be 
processed within the bundle can now be viewed within the application. Previously, a bundle could not be 
used when any of its member rules have expired due to an existing validation.

DEV-10756 Aria Crescendo To enhance payments via ACH/electronic check (payment method 2), Aria has introduced the 
<bank_acct_type> input to selected APIs; values are Savings, Checking or Business. Validation has also 
been added for this field when payment method 2 is selected.

DEV-10808 Aria6, Aria Crescendo In both the Aria6 and Aria Crescendo UI, inline text validation of the refund amount has been added to 
the Refunds screen in the Total Amount to Refund editable field for refunds with reversals. This 
ensures that when you enter an amount in this field, that the maximum refundable amount is not 
exceeded and also informs you when the amount is less than the refund limit. In addition, the advisory 
note with the yellow background on the screen has been changed to provide more effective usage 
guidelines.DEV-10832 Aria6, Aria Crescendo With this release, Aria introduces Tokenized ACH as a payment method that can be selected during 
account creation (Account > Create an Account > Plans > Payment Options). ACH payment tokenization 
replaces an account and routing number with a random string of alphanumeric data for added account 
security. Tokenized ACH is supported by selected payment providers. Please refer to supported gateway 
features for further details.

DEV-10860 Aria6, Aria Crescendo The following enhancements have been introduced by Aria to streamline payment efficiency for Aria-
supported payment processors. The Processor Details and Gateway Options tabs have been renamed to 
Merchant Account Details and Processing Options, respectively, at the payment gateway and collection 
group levels. Additionally, at the Processing Options tab, the Fraud Options and Payer Authentication 
Settings section headings have been renamed FraudScoring Options and 3DS Authentication Settings for 
each processor. For Adyen, Merchant Account Credentials and Webhook Notifications have been added 
as section headings for Merchant Account Details at the payment gateway and collection group levels. 
Finally, the Merchant Account Name field in the Merchant Account Credentials section has been 
expanded from 20 to 40 characters.

DEV-10891 Aria Crescendo Aria has enhanced Dunning plans by increasing the maximum number of steps from eight to 20; enabling 
you to configure whether or not the system should attempt a collection; and providing a field to specify a 
Dunning step description that will be included in the event provisioning payload for Dunning events.
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